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Most of Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD) systems are integrating
efficient Machine Learning techniques. In fact issues in Machine Learning and
KDD are very :close allowing for a natural straightforward integration.
However, there are specific~ problems related to KDD that require a specific
approach to machine learning techniques̄  integration. Overabundance of
patterns and complexity of the discoveries is a central problem that we attempt
to tackle. Our approach is to select several learning biases that are particularly
relevant to KDD and to integrate them in a Discovery process. These learning
bias are integrated into a KDD system, called DICE, that uses two Machine
Learning Algorithm CHARADE and ENIGME. DICE offers an interface that
allows the user to experiment with the learning bias. DICE" is currently
experimented on a medical database and a Chinese characters database.

Discovery Environment, Inductive Learning, Inductive Bias, Medicine.

Introduction

In Knowledge Discovery in Database (KDD), the data representation associated with 
given database is considered as the initial representation to be used by the discovery system
(Piatetsky-Shapiro, 91). For most KDD systems, inductive learning plays a central role 
the process of discovering knowledge from the initial representation. In that perspective,
discovering can be viewed as the process of learning yet unknown concept definitions.
Nevertheless, traditional machine learning cannot simply be used as a magic tool for
knowledge discovery. Indeed, if one applies an inductive algorithm to discover all the
correlation between concepts in a real database, one will generally observe the production
of a set of results whose size is just too large to be handled in a useful manner. A major
problem is therefore to provide the system with means to reduce the overabundance of
patterns or results, and to guide the learning process toward the most interesting areas. In
the machine learning community, such means are termed as learning bias (Mitchell 80,
Utgoff 86, Ganascia 88, Russell et al 90).

(Russell et al 90) presents a typology of the different kinds of bias a ML system can use.
The first type is the "instance language bias" (i.e., the language which is used to describe

¯ the learning examples), the second is the "concept language bias" (i.e., the language which
is used to describe the learned definitions and thus defines the search space), the third is the
"restriction type bias" (i.e., all the constraints that restrict the program to a delimited search
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space). At last, one can use a "preference type bias" which allows the system to choose
between several possible definitions.

The work presented here is an environment that integrates an inductive algorithm and an
interactive incremental characterization of inductive bias relevant to discovery. This
environment, called DICE, offers an interface that allows the user to experiment with the
first three types of learning bias above mentioned. DICE is not an autonomous discovery
system, its purpose is to enable the user to define a first rough learning bias and then to
refine it step by step according to the results of the previous learning phase. In order to
enable such a refinement cycle, we need to have a learning bias which is interpretable both
by the user and the system. Therefore’ we have drawn a parallel between the first three
kinds of bias and three different types of knowledge about the domain and the task to be
solved. Thus, DICE will use this knowledge to define the learning examples, define the
concept language and reduce the search space.

In the first section, we present why the concept of inductive bias can contribute to a KDD
system, and we show the need for an experimental environment that would aid the
incremental construction of Such inductive bias. In section two, we present the DICE
environment. This section is divided into three parts, each corresponding to a different kind
of bias and thus to a different type of knowledge. In section three, we briefly present two
projects for which we are currently using DICE, namely an analysis of Chinese characters
and a study on a complex medical database.

1. An approach to inductive bias for KDD

Three types of bias have been identified, each corresponding to a well-defined means to
control the induction. A first kind of bias is concerned with the reformulation of the initial
database into an appropriate example base that focuses on a potentially pertinent data
structure. A second kind of bias is concerned with the enrichment of the example base
using background knowledge. Finally the third bias is concerned with the learning bias
restricting the exploration of the learning base.

1.1. Reformulation of the Database Representation

Reformulating to modify the representation

To find a good representation adapted to the discovery process is a key aspect in KDD. In
the field of ML, representation synthesis is precisely concerned with modifying the existing
representation to improve the quality of learning (Subramanian, 89). Improving the quality
of learning is either to produce better generalizations (Jianping and Michalski, 89) or 
find a new representation to solve problems within some computational constraints. One
well-known approach to improve learning is called constructive induction (Matheus, 91 a),
it aims at lifting some of the limitations of the initial description language of the instances
(Matheus, 91b; Lapointe, Ling & Matwin, 93). We shall not study this kind 
reformulation w.r.t, the possible learning bias since constructive induction does not restrict
the overabundance of patterns but is rather concerned with the quality of the description
itself. On the other hand, the work on abstraction is concerned with abstracting the
languages used for describing instances to reduce the complexity of initial representations
(Drastal and Czako, 89), The approach consists in generating various abstractions that
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progressively introduce details of the initial representation (Riddle, 90). Subramanian, for
example, proposes an irrelevance principle to minimize a formulation by "removing all
facts that are either "logically or computationally irrelevant to the specified goals"
(Subramanian, 90). However~ in attempting to discover as opposed to learn, facts cannot be
removed on the basis of such an irrelevance principle because the concepts to be discovered
might precisely involve knowledge initially considered as irrelevant..

Our approach to find a good representation is to provide the user with an expressive
language, namely a subset: of Horn Clauses, to represent its initial data and using an
inductive bias to reformulate the initial representation in attribute-value representations.
Regarding expressivity, it is obvious that such language is more expressive than classical
attribute,value representation, Nevertheless, representation languages subset of First Order
Logic lead often to costly algorithms. To be precise, if no learning bias is introduced, the
complexity of algorithms supporting representation allowing for more than one matching is
exponential with the¯ number of examples (Ganascia, 87). The complexity of such
algorithms is partly due to the matching problem. Indeed, for a given predicate repeated
three times in each description of N examples, there exists 3N possible matches of the
¯ given predicate. To address this problem and obtain tractable algorithms, without loosing
the benefits of Horn Clauses representation power, we propose to explore the different
matches using a strong inductive bias. We exploit the fact that re-representing the domain
examples can lead to performance gains̄  (Lavrac, Dzeroski & Grobelnik, 91) but what
mostly interests us is the ¯entity of the domain that will be described to form the learning
examples. We have introduced in (Zucker & Ganascia, 94).the neologism morion, (from
poptov meaning "part" in Greek) to designate a part¯or entity of the Database that are
potentially interesting, to match together. The morion is defined as: any’entity, be it
composed of, or part of, domain examples. It establishes a link between the Database
records̄¯ and the maehirie learning examples by qualifying the part of the domain that will be
¯ the object of description. The morion captures dynamically the nature and evolution of the
structure of the machine learning example.

A bias to restrict the potentially high number of matches

The first bias considered in our approach to the discovery process modeling consists in
defining morions, i.e. the entities that will be used to reformulate the database so as to
concentrate the knowledge diScovery process on potentially interesting entities, namelly
composed of morions. In (Piatetsky-Shapiro,91), two kinds of representation for discovered
concept are identified : Interfield patterns (if dl then d2) and interrecords pattern (for
records for which property P1 an P2 are true then P3). We claim that inter-subrecords
patterns may be added and that a.way:to obtain such description is to perform reformulation
of the initial database into a learning base on the basis of the structure called morion.

Let us take a concrete example of a medical database describing patients where amongst
others four different attributes are used: an initial diagnosis called InitDiag, a transient
diagnosis called TransDiag, a final ¯diagnosis called FinalDiag and the patient age. In
classical inductive systems using an attribute-value based representation, the values of a
given attribute ATTi are subject to be generalized but only with other values of the ATTi.
But the nature of the three diagnosis are similar. The value’ of a DI-diagnosis might be
interested to match with the DF-diagnosis of another patient.

¯ Our approach to this problem consists in structuring the initial set of attributes so as to
identify entities tO be matched. After the definition of such an entity it becomes possible to
reformulate the initial database to produce an example base. In this new representation, the
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examples to be matched are the ones that have been identified to potentially interesting to
match to one another. In the medica! case, the implicit structuration of the initial database is
a flat structure where the entity Patient is represented with its four attributes (See Figure 2).

Patient

InitDiag
TransDiag
FinalDiag

Age

Patient

InitDiag TransDiag FinalDiag Age

Implicit
Database Morion

Figure 2: The implicit morion Patient associated to the records of Patients

In such representation, Patients will be matched to one another and relations between the
different attributes will not be detected:By changing the implicit morion and acquiring a
more complex morion (See Figure 3) itbecomes possible to define the entity Diagnosis 
the entity ito be matched. After reformulating using this entity, the example base is a
Diagnosls example base. The entities to be matched are therefore the diagnoses.

Patient Morion Patient Choice of a Diagnosis

,’sta °IType a ont go
Ref°rmulati°rk

I
¯ InitDiag TransDiag FinalDiag Age [Patient_iD

osis Age Exemple
Base

Type Stage
{ Init,Trans,Final }

Figure 3: Definition of the morion Diagnosis and associated Reformulation

The moriological bias is therefore a way to define the entities that will be matched during
the discovery process: the morion. Once the morion defined, it becomes possible to
reformulate the example base into a new example base where the entities described are the
ones to be compared.

1.2. Deduction

A database memorizes some key features of the natural examples. These features are
however not always sufficient to perform useful inductions. Some background knowledge
can be necessary to either fill the gaps left by the missing values in the current database
description, or to introduce the values of attributes not previously present in the database.
This process can be performed using a set of axioms representing an important part of the
background knowledge. Given an example base, the set of axioms can be used to deduce
additional information about the examples before the induction is performed.
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Taking into account this kind of background knowledge can be crucial to simulate the
human discovery process. As we have been able to illustrate in a study of the discovery of
the causes of scurvy (Corruble V. & Ganascia J.G., 1993), human induction cannot 
simulated if one takes only the facts observed by a scientist into account. The background
theoretical framework is also of primary importance and needs to be represented. This
framework is not explicit and may require some particular attention to be formalized. This
work should not be neglected because its absence can originate a gap between the inductive
behaviors of the KDD system and of the human user.

In the field of Knowledge Discovery in Medical Databases, the need for background
knowledge appears obviously. A database of patient records will only gather the salient
features: of the cases. The experience of the physician acquired by years of clinical studies
will lead him/her to interpret these salient features at another level of abstraction, using
more abstract concepts and medical theories. The passage from the salient features
(symptoms, treatment,..,) to the comprehensive description is often made implicitly and
needs to be formalized as much as possible if one aims at producing induction of interest
for the physician. Most of the elements of this passage can be represented using an
axiomatic formalism and deduction.

Since we are interested in discovering new knowledge, the area of knowledge that we are
exploring is bound to be imprecise. Therefore, the background knowledge represented in
axioms form must be given the status Of hypothesesrather than fixed knowledge. Also, it is
potentially very fruitful to experiment on the content of this formalized background
knowledge, knowing that this set’ of hypotheses has direct influence on the knowledge
induced. What appears here is the need for a discovery environment which pei’rnits an easy
visualization and modification of this axiomatic background knowledge, and a efficient and
fast mean to see its effect on induction. That is one interesting aspect of the DICE system.

1~3. Induction

The previous parts have described the way DICE allows the user to define both the instance
and concept languages. However, experiences in Machine Learning (Mitchell 80, Ganascia
88, Morik 91, and so on) have shown that all the learning systems need further constraints.
Furthermore, if the learning base does not sample well-enough the possible cases, it is
possible to find correlations which appear to be true only by chance. The first way to
eliminate such correlations is to introduce counter-examples. However, in the KDD
framework such counter-examples may not be available and, anyway, this process can be
very tedious. Another way is to introduce further constraints on the induction phase. Such
constraints are able to eliminate whole classes of correlations. In DICE, the idea is to

¯ enable the user to describe, through the definition of the Problem Solving Method (see
section 2.4), the kind of correlations the tool has to look for and hence to eliminate all the
other ones. The user can first acquire a very rough PSM, providing a minimal guidance,
and then, thanks the analysis of the rules produced, ref’me little-by-little this PSM or the
other bias described in section 2.1 and 2.2.

2. The DICE System

2.1. An overview of the system

The DICE system has been designed to implement the approach presented in section 1.
From a given Database, DICE allows the user for the introduction of three different types
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of bias that contribute to precise the direction where discoveries ought to be looked for. On
a practical point of view, the user is given the possibility of realizing a number of
operations within the environment. Each of these actions is partly assisted and partly
automated and operates on the learning base and/or the learning bias. One major interest of
the DICE environment is that it leaves open to the user the choice of any kind of sequence
of operations, and that the choice of this sequence can be revised at any time during the
experimentation, according to the results previously obtained.

DATABASE

Acquisition
Morion : Record

Axioms : 0

PSM : 0

IMorion : Mi

4" I Axioms : Axi

IIPSM : PSMi

Morion : Mi Axiomatic
gnowlege

"~" Axioms : Axl ~-- +

PSM : PSMi

I
Morion : Mi

Axioms : Axi

PSM : PSMi

Morion : Mi

"I- ] Axioms : Axi

IIPSM : PSMi

Acquisition of
Morion. Morion : MJ

"l- Axioms : Axi

PSM : PSMi

PSM
Acquisition

Induction

Morion : Mi

Axiom, s : Axj

PSM : PSMi

Morion : Mi

Axioms : Axi

PSM : PSMJ

Figure 4: The five Interactive Processes in DICE

2.2. Database and morion acquisition

In DICE, the first stage is concerned with the representation of the attributes of the inputted
DB so as to import the DB in thesystem. Field names become attribute names andfield
types become attribute type (Piatetsky-Shapiro,91). Another stage that can be performed 
any time consists in defining a morion, i.e. to restrain the example base to a base containing
only entities that are interesting to compare. To do so, DICE offers an interface to define
new entities as sub-entities of the implicit one provided initial database structure. A simple
language allows to describe the new entities with attributes of the initial morion (See figure
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3). Once a complex motion defined, it becomes possible to select one entity and to perform
an automatic reformulation that will use the chosen morion to produce a new example base.

2.3. Using background knowledge

The axiomatic knowledge is a set of axioms that is used to add some information to the
example base before the inductive learning is actually performed. Given this set of axioms
and the example base,’ an inference engine is used (CLIPS from NASA in ENIGME) 
enrich the descriptions of the examples. In the DICE environment, a first step is to acquire
the set of axioms. The language used to express these axioms corresponds to the CLIPS
language. Using DICE, the acquisition is made quite straightforward because it is possible
to pick directly the attributes among the list already defined. The possible values are also
defined so that a minimum of work is needed and the possibility of mistakes is minimized.
Once an axiom is defined, it is possibleto visualize what examples it covers, and for one
example which it does not cover, we can see which premise is actually not matched by the
example.

With DICE, we then see that both the acquisition of the axiomatic background knowledge
and the visualization of its effects on the learning base is made easier and faster. These are
two features which are ~crucial to an efficient discovery environment. Once the set of
axioms is defined, it is given to ENIGME by the environment. Enigme itself will use
CLIPS, the inference engine, to enrich the example base using the axioms, thereby creating
what we have called the learning base, i.e. the set of learning examples used to perform the
inductive learning.

2.4. Induction

Restricting the Exploration Space

In this section, we will mainly be concerned with the constraints that allow the system to go
only through subparts Of the whole search space defined by the concept language bias. As
has been asserted before, we want the constraints, to be interpretable by the user. To this
end, the Enigme system (Thomas et al 93) is integrated in DICE. Enigme uses a Problem
Solving Method (PSM) to constrain the search. PSMs have been highlighted in recent
research in knowledge acquisition (Wielinga, 92) in order to guide the elicitation of the
domain knowledge. APSM Can be seen as meta-knowledge for this domain knowledge. Its
purpose is to describe the task the final expert system has to solve. Furthermore, a PSM
decomposes this task it in a set of problem solving steps (i.e., primitive subtasks) and
describes the control over these PS-steps thanks to a few control primitives (usually loops,
conditional statements, and so on). In the framework of KDD, such a PSM allows the user
to describe the purpose of the rules to be produced.

For instance, the simpler (and the less effective) way to use the PSM is to define the target
concept(s) and the attributes to be used in this definition through one rough step linking
directly the usable attributes to the target concept(s). However, if the user has further
knowledge, he can introduce intermediate steps (hence intermediate concepts1), and 
describe the reasoning the final system has to follow in order to decide if a particular case is
an instance of the target concept(s). Since the size of the search space is exponential with
the number of attributes, if all the attributes are not involved as input of one of the step, the

1This intermediate concepts can either be present in the database, either be computed by the axiomatic
knowledge (see section 2.3).
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gain will be significant. Furthermore, if there are several ways to reach the solution, this
reasoning can include control statements. ENIGME uses such control statements to choose
the relevant examples on each step2. This is particularly important in the KDD framework
since the choice of only relevant examples on one step allows the system to not include the
control information in the rules ̄ themselves, and so to produce more readable rules.

Exploration parameters definition

The choice of the remaining induction parameters is somewhat more complex since they do
not have a semantic content as rich as the other ones described here. Their values are

¯ usually obtained by experimentation, considering as one of the main criteria the number of
rules induced by the system compared to the desired number of rules. The experimental
nature of this choice is one subsequent justification for the need for an environment such as
DICE, enabling a quick and efficient evaluation of the effect of these parameters on
induction.

2.5. Induction and Results Presentation

A very crucial operation allowed within DICE is the induction from a learning base and a
learning bias. This is done by the inductive algorithm CHARADE (Ganascia,). We do not
want to go into the detail of the functioning of this algorithm here, but what i~ important to
remember is that the a priori bias of CHARADE has been put to a minimum, so that most of
the inductive bias is defined as semantically rich knowledge: This induction produces a rule
base that will eventually contain the knowledge discovered. Though the learning bias has
been used to restrain the number of possible induction and to guide the induction, during
tile experimentation, it is likely to happen that the number of induced rules remains
relatively high. Therefore, it is particularly important to have available some means to
visualize, organize and analyze the results. With DICE, this is done through the output
interface. Rules can be studied according to the set of examples they cover, and some of
them can optionally be transferred to an axiomatic knowledge base so that they can be used
as part of a new learning bias in the subsequent experimentations.

3. Applications: experimenting with DICE

3.1. An experiment with Chinese characters

DICE is currently experimented within the framework of an interdisciplinary research
program called EURECAR whose goal is to provide a system based on machine learning
techniques to support the analysis of the construction of Chinese characters (Zucker 
Mathieu, 93). Chinese is radically different from other languages as it is a non-alphabetic
language and is not a phonetic description of the language (Granet, 88). In Chinese, 
sentence is a set of characters that can be a word or a component of a word. The mains
facets of a character are its meanings, pronunciations and written form. For example the
Chinese character meaning feelings or situation is pronounced q~n g (this notation, called

2The user can also use these control statements to learn rules using only examples meeting a certain
condition.
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.~yin, is one of the three main representations of character pronunciation) and is written. tt can be described as containing the two radicals ~ and ~ which are respectively
ident]fied as "radical 61" and "radical 174" m the Kang X1 dictionary (Zhang, 79) which
contains 214 radicals.

To discover concepts related to the characters, it appeared natural to take the entity
character as the initial morion¯ Characters written form can be represented by a set of
radicals (~ and~ ) assembled in various ways (left/tight) to form the character (~j). 
have therefore considered radical as a sub-morion. Each radical earl be decomposed*into a
set of elementary strokes ( J, -I,-,, ... ). We have therefore considered stroke as a sub-morion
of radical¯ Figure 5 summarizes the structure of the initial morion acquired using the DICE
system. Having acquired the initial morion, we then acquired the 400 characters contained
in the Bellassen method for learning Chinese characters (Bellassen & Pengpeng, 91). They
are amongst the most frequent characters and represent 67% of the characters printed in
standard publications in China. In collaboration with sinologues, we have identified about
twenty predicates to describe the characters.

Stroke Number ’
Combinability ; ....
Stroke Order ..:
Frequency
Meaning
Initial
Final
Tone
Key
Gap

Pronunciation

Meaning

Position

Radical# ,,"" .:~.i. "~

Direction i)!!!~!’’~’~

Position

Order ,,

I one to 6 occurences of
radicals in Characters

t one to 24 oceurences of
strokes in Radicals

Figure 5: The main morions identified in characters

DICE has reformulated the initial database of characters using various morions: a 1-radical
entity to discover similarities in Characters that could be expressed using one radical at a
time. Other motions have been then used such as a 2-radical motion, a 3-radical morion,
etc. In the first reformulation, radicals were matched to one another and many relations
between the presence of a radical and some properties of the characters have been
discovered, for instance:

If Radical(x,y) and Radical#(y,174) and Position(y,"right") Then Final(x,"ing")

If Radical(x,y) and Radical#(y,174) and Position(y,"right") Then (x,"palatal")
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3.2. An experiment with a complex medical database

Most AI, machine learning or KDD studies applied to the field of medicine have tackled
the tasks of diagnosis or patient monitoring. Our own approach is to confront and develop
techniques in the field of medical research. More specifically, within the framework of a
collaboration with a team of medical experts, we are currently studying how formal
induction techniques can aid the research on certain types of human leukemia (Corruble V.
& Ganascia, J.G., 1994).

Some databases of patient records have already been established by different teams of
physicians. However, the complexity of the data, and also the absence of any available
comprehensive theories on leukemia has rendered very difficult the exploitation of these
data by traditional techniques (e.g. statistics). These are two reasons why some physicians
have shown great interest in the application of KDD techniques to this problem.

The data on which we have experimented so far contain records of patients suffering from
Myelodysplasia. This syndrome, which regroups different affections, leads in a certain
number of cases to a real leukemia. This is why it is often referred to as pre-leukemia. Each
patient record contains a large number of fields describing the background of the patient,
the evolution of the blo0d analyses, of the diagnosis, of the treatment, the development or
absence of leukemia, the survival, etc. Since the reason why some patients develop a
leukemia and other do not has not yet been formally established, the use of KDD
techniques could be extremely ground-breaking for this problem.

The DICE system appears very useful for this project. Indeed, as we have" seen earlier,
though the database implicitly suggests to take a patient record as natural learning example,
DICE allows to experiment on the use of different morions (one consultation .... ).

At another level, we want to insist here on the use of axiomatic knowledge on two points.
Since many of the attributes are numerical, we need to discretize them by creating symbolic
attributes for two reasons : on one handi symbolic attributes make more sense to the human
expert so that the expert using the environment will be able to interpret easily the results
provided, on the other tiand, the computational cost of induction on symbolic attributes
(having therefore a limited number f possible values) is much reduced. For these two
reasons, the use of axioms Which express the values of the symbolic attributes given the
values of the numerical attributes appears very useful. In this respect, DICE appears
interesting because it provides an easy way to experiment on the values of the thresholds of
the mapping from the numeric to the symbolic attribute. The possibility of experimentation
is crucial: since we are actually researching, there is not certainty that the threshold
currently used are adequate for our particular problem.

Another use of axiomatic knowledge for this problem is the introduction of hypothetical
abstract concepts that could take part in the explanatory/discovery process that we are
trying to perform. As we have shown in our study of scurvy (Corruble V. & Ganascia, J.G.,
1993), all the concepts needed are not necessarily given in the database, so that it can be
necessary to introduce them as functions of other concepts. This is another possibility
offered by DICE. In our case, a particular model that could be of interest is a model of
cancer inspired by an analogy with the theory of immunity. In this framework, we can
introduce for example concepts that represent the fighting power of the human body against
the developing cancer. Havlng described precisely the underlying mechanism, we can then
test directly (inductively) the explanatory power of this model compared to other
competing ones.
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Conclusion

Many KDD systems taking inspiration from Machine Learning research have concentrated
on the algorithmic part of the knowledge discovery process. The work presented here
results from a more comprehensive approach to knowledge discovery that encompasses the
need for a learning bias to guide and restrain the induction of new knowledge. In order to
take this learning bias into account efficiently, we must be able to express it in such a way
that it is as semantically rich as possible, so that it becomes meaningful to manipulate this
bias through experimentations. The DICE environment is precisely designed in this
purpose: it provides both the means to express three essential kinds of learning bias which
are semantically rich, and the means to induce knowledge given a learning base and a
learning bias.

The expression of the three kinds of bias is done through three distinct modules within the
DICE environment which permit respectively to reformulate the initial database, to enrich it
through the use Of some axiomatic knowledge, and to define a problem solving method that
guides further the induction. The choice of the sequence in which these modules are used is
left to the user who Can therefore navigate and experiment with each one of them.

A significant part of the knowledge discovery process is left to the user by DICE, and there
is currently no hope of finding a fully automated method of bias construction. But DICE
contributes significantly to the expression and the experimentation on this biases. A
potentially fruitful direction for investigation would be to look for heuristics that could
guide the construction of the bias by the user.
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